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Abstract 

Photoinduced charge separation and transport through photosystem I (PSI) is an essential part 

of the photosynthetic electron transport chain. To investigate charge exchange processes 

mediated by the P700 reaction center of PSI, we have developed a strategy to functionalize gold 

electrodes with PSI complexes that orients and exposes their luminal side to the electrolyte. Bulk 

photoelectrochemical measurements demonstrate that PSI remains functional in a wide sample 

potential range around 0 mV/SSC. Electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy (ECSTM) 

imaging of individual complexes shows lateral sizes in agreement with the dimensions of PSI and 

an apparent height that is gated by the probe potential of ECTSM as reported for smaller 

globular redox proteins. This experimental setup enables ECSTM current-distance spectroscopic 

measurements that unequivocally correspond to the P700 side of PSI. In these conditions, we 

observe that the spatial span of the current is enhanced (the distance-decay rate β is reduced) 

through the solution at sample potential 0 mV/SSC and probe potential 400 mV/SSC. This 

process corresponds to hole injection into an electronic state that is available in the absence of 

illumination. We propose that a pair of tryptophan residues located near P700 and known to 

integrate the hydrophobic recognition site for plastocyanin may have an additional role as hole 

exchange mediator involved in charge transport through PSI. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Introduction  

Electron Transfer (ET) is a charge exchange process 

driven by the difference in redox potential between 

donor an acceptor species. In biology, ET is an essential 

component of the electron transport chains involved 

in cellular respiration and photosynthesis. ET in the 

photosystem I (PSI) complex has been extensively 

studied1 both for basic and applied purposes. PSI is a 

light-driven oxido-reductase that transfers electrons 

from the luminal to the stromal side of the thylakoid 

membrane embedding the complex2. This transfer is 

the result of subsequent ET processes between the 

cofactors integrating PSI and its partner 

proteins(Figure 1). Thisis an energetically uphill 

process powered by the excitonic energy harvested by 

the pigments found in the reaction center and in the 

light harvesting complex (LHCI) associated to PSI.3,4 

The combination of efficient excitonic energy transfer3 

and fast ET (10-8 – 10-7 s)4 results in a quantum yield 

near unit for the PSI electron transport chain. This 

efficiency figure of merit is often used to highlight the 

potential of PSI in biohybrid solar energy harvesting.5–

7 Upon light irradiation, PSI complexes are brought to 

a long-lived state formed by a pair of spatially and 

energetically distant redox cofactors (Figure 1): the 

photo-oxidized P700+  (270 mV/SSC)8 in the luminal 

side is an electron acceptor located 5 nm away from 

the terminal electron donor, the reduced iron sulfur Fb
- 

in the stromal side. Thus, for irradiated PSI complexes 

in physiological conditions, electrons flow from P700 

to Fb. 

Monitoring the ET of individual redox proteins allows singling out their contribution to the 

ensemble current and has been enabled by in situ scanning probe techniques along with 

methods to specifically connect proteins to planar conductive electrodes9. Electrochemical 

scanning tunneling microscopy (ECSTM) studies of several metalloproteins9–13 have revealed a 

current enhancement or gating effect (see below) as the Fermi levels of the sample/probe 

electrode pair align with the molecular orbitals of the protein. In protein junctions where the 

macromolecule contacts both electrodes, the charge exchange is driven by the potential drop 

between the electrodes rather than by the redox potential responsible for ET14. This charge 

exchange mechanism through a biased electrode, known as electron transport (ETp) can be 

achieved in ECSTM (break junction and blinking modes), conductive atomic force microscopy (C-

AFM), liquid metal contacts, microfabricated gold nano wire set-ups15. A growing amount of 

evidence14,16–18 shows that ETp is a ubiquitous charge conduction mechanism through the 

protein matrix, and that it confers conductivities to redox and non-redox proteins outperforming 

molecular wires beyond 5 nm distances19. Although the physiological relevance of ETp through 

protein junctions is less studied than that of ET, understanding protein ETp is key to engineer 

protein-based electronic devices14,20.  

Figure 1. Scheme of the molecular arrangement set 

up in this work to attach and orient PSI complexes on 

Au[111] atomically flat electrodes. Peptides 

recognizing PSI  stromal side with a C-terminal cysteine 

residue (pIQA-cys) were attached to the gold surface 

in order to bind plant PSI complexes.2121 This 

functionalization exposes the P700 site (luminal side) 

to the solution, enabling reproducible bulk 

photoelectrochemical measurements as well as single 

molecule measurements like scanning probe 

microscopy and spectroscopy. An electrochemical 

scanning tunneling microscopy (ECSTM) probe 

electrode is depicted on top of the PSI complex 

(reference and auxiliary electrodes are not shown for 

simplicity). The electrochemical potential and position 

(z) of the probe can be accurately controlled during 

charge exchange with the P700 site. 

 



 

 

In particular, ETp through PSI complexes in the dark, evidenced by the current rectifying 

behavior of oriented PSI monolayers21,22 is favored in the stroma-to-lumen direction (from Fb to 

P700) following the PSI natural dipole23. That is, in the dark the preferred sense of ETp in PSI is 

against the physiological direction.Despite the differences between redox ET and ETp observed 

in proteins, a common ground under both processes has been proposed14,24. As a first step to 

link these processes we have chosen to study the behavior of PSI under dark conditions (non-

redox active state) and we have applied potentials to favor currents in the sense of PSI ETp.  

An exponential decay of the charge exchange rate with the distance is observed between the 

donor and the acceptor in ET and between the protein and the electrodes in ETp. This is due 

respectively to the electronic coupling between donor and acceptor molecular orbitals, and 

between the electrode Fermi level and the protein molecular orbital. Experimentally, the 

distance decay rate β [nm-1] of the ET between a prosthetic ruthenium atom and the copper 

center in Ru-modified Azurin mutants25,26 yields 11 nm-1. For Azurin functionalized in gold 

electrodes with alkanethiol of different lengths,27 a value of β = 1.03 ± 0.02 nm-1 per CH2 is found. 

In an ECSTM setup β can be directly evaluated from current vs distance curves28. In this case, β 

accounts for the distance decay resulting from all charge exchange processes between the 

protein-functionalized sample and probe electrodes. For instance, the β value for bare gold 

electrodes in physiological medium is 10 nm-1. In gold electrodes functionalized with azurin 

proteins28, β is 4 nm-1 and similar β values have been obtained for DNA base pairs29 and redox 

proteins. 30,31 Moreover, β depends on potential and is lowest (current is most enhanced) where 

the electrode Fermi level is near the redox level of the protein28,30,31 or redox-active organic 

compound32. Our previous results with PSI complexes30 suggest that long distance charge 

transport is electrochemically gated30. In that work we used thiolated self-assembled 

monolayers (SAM) exposing a negatively charged surface, which have been largely employed for 

PSI immobilization33. The present study aims to determine the distance and potential 

dependence of ET/ETp through the P700 reaction center of PSI and thus requires better defined 

protein orientation, and higher recognition specificity. 

PSI orientation has been inferred from the current-rectifying behavior of SAM-PSI monolayers 

evaluated with STM34 and C-AFM35. The heterogeneous but still preferential orientation of PSI 

molecules was attributed to SAM-PSI electrostatic interactions33. Specific binding and 

orientation of cyanobacterial PSI complexes to ITO electrodes was achieved by Gordiichuk et al. 

via a synthetic peptide (pIQA)22 that binds to the stromal side of cyanobacterial PSI from 

Thermosynechococcus elongatus. PSI orientation was evaluated from the current-rectifying 

behavior of the PSI-pIQA-ITO monolayer. To investigate the charge exchange process with the 

P700 site in PSI, here we have designed a pIQA derivative to bind and orient plant PSI complexes 

on atomically flat gold electrodes. We reasoned that the pIQA structure would be recognized by 

the plant PSI due to its high homology with cyanobacterial PSI complexes. We modified pIQA 

peptide for Au substrate attachment by introducing a cysteine (pIQA-cys.22 The resulting PSI-

pIQA-cys-Au functionalization yields robust macroscopic photocurrents in a wide potential 

window and enables reproducible high-resolution microscopy and spectroscopy of individual PSI 

complexes. In these conditions, the charge exchange between the P700 site exposed to the 

solution and the ECSTM probe reveals long distance dependence (low β) and electrochemical 

gating. The results are in agreement with hole injection into PSI and reveal the presence of a 

low-energy state in the absence of illumination. 

Results and discussion 



 

 

Topography of oriented PSI on Au by scanning probe microscopy: AFM of PSI-pIQA-cys-Au[111] 

electrodes (Figure 2a-c) shows the presence of a homogeneous sub-monolayer of 6 nm 

thickness, which is in agreement with previously reported PSI assemblies on gold36,37 (see 

experimental section and Suppl. Figure S1). The lateral size of PSI single particles was not 

determined due to limited AFM probe resolution. Single complex resolution is achieved in 

ECSTM image (Figure 2d-e). For each complex, long and short axes in the horizontal plane were 

fit with a 2D-gaussian model (Suppl. Figure S3). Size distribution for N=334 particles yields 6.5 ± 

0.1 nm and 10.7 ± 0.3 nm for short and long axes respectively. Protein lateral sizes, taken as full 

width at half maximum, are 60% and 70% smaller respectively than available crystallographic 

structure of PSI-LHCI structure38, with an approximate size of 10.5 nm and 15 nm.  

 

Electrochemical potential dependence of PSI-pIQA-cys-Au[111] microscopy and photocurrent 

recordings: The topography (apparent height) of PSI monolayers observed by ECTSM (Figure 3a) 

is tenfold lower than that observed by AFM (Figures 2ab). This result agrees with previous 

reports about PSI complexes on alkanethiol-functionalized gold substrates.30 Since ECSTM is 

operated in constant current feedback mode, the apparent height is due both to the topography 

and to the conductance of the sample. ECSTM apparent heights lower than the known structural 

dimensions have been observed for several proteins deposited on metal substrates.27,39–43 These 

results confirm that protein conductance is larger than that of the surrounding electrolytic 

medium, both in metalloproteins44–46 and interestingly in non-redox active proteins.16,17 In 

addition, we observe that the apparent height of PSI complexes by ECSTM depends on the probe 

potential UP (Figure 3a). This effect allows using ECSTM imaging at different electrochemical 

potentials to study their conductance and charge transport properties. Several works showed a 

similar dependence in the small globular protein azurin,13, 12 and more recently in a 100 kDa 

Figure 2. Structural characterization of of PSI-pIQA-cys films attached to atomically flat Au[111] electrodes. AFM 

image of PSI-pIQA-cys-Au[111], scan size 3x3 µm a. and 1x1 µm b. The vertical (z) color scale is set to 8 nm 

amplitude. c. Example AFM height profiles at the positions indicated with arrows in panel (b). ECSTM images of 

the same sample, 350x350 nm d.  and 150x150 nm e. The vertical (z) color scales correspond to 1.4 nm and 1.1 

nm respectively. The set point tunnel current is 0.2 nA and the bias is 300 mV (US = 0 mV/SSC, UP = 300 mV/SSC). 

f. Distribution of ECSTM particle size, short axis (top) and long axis (bottom). 



 

 

oxidoreductase complex47. This gated conductance resonance is attributed to the alignment of 

the Fermi levels of the ECSTM sample and probe electrodes with the redox energy (molecular 

orbital) of the molecule under study. 

  

 

The activity of PSI-pIQA-cys-Au samples was tested with photo-chrono-amperometry before 

current decay spectroscopy experiments, acquiring photocurrents of 10 nA·cm-2 at US = -100 

mV/SSC (Suppl. Figure S4). To define a working electrochemical window, chopped light cyclic 

voltammetry experiments (Suppl. Figures S5-6) were performed. Soluble redox mediators 

methyl viologen (125 μM) and osmium bipyridine dichloride (10 μM) were added to the buffer 

solution to enhance photocurrents and facilitate the characterization.37 Illuminating PSI 

complexes at US = -100 mV/SSC produces photocurrents with 1 µA·cm-2 transient and 200 nA·cm-

2 steady components. Photocurrents depend on the applied sample potential and can only be 

reversibly measured below 100 mV/SSC. Potential excursions within the range -200 mV/SSC to 

300 mV/SCC do not alter the magnitude of photocurrents, but they are reduced after applying 

potentials outside this "safe" electrochemical window (Suppl. Figures S5-S6). The photocurrent 

loss (Figure 3c) was estimated comparing photocurrents measured in a reference potential 

region between -100 mV/SSC and -25 mV/SSC (indicated by red traces in Figure 3b) before and 

after applying a test potential during 5 min (Suppl. Figure S5-S6). For potentials Us < -200 

mV/SSC, cathodic currents increase significantly due to the presence of O2 in the electrochemical 

cell.48–50 After applying Us = -400 mV/SSC for 5 min (Suppl. Figure S5), the voltammogram is 

broadened indicating a decrease of the electrode capacity revealing a partial depletion of 

absorbed molecules. A decrease in photocurrent amplitude is also observed. Photocurrent 

degradation has been attributed to the formation of ROS in aerobic systems where O2 acts as 

terminal electron acceptor.48,49 Similar irreversible decrease of photocurrent and electrode 

capacity is observed for positive potentials outside the safe window (Us > 300 mV/SSC). 

Reversible and stable photocurrent measurements in the electrochemical window between -

200 mV/SSC < Us < +300 mV/SSC indicate the presence of functional (photo-active) PSI 

complexes in the electrode. We took these values to set the sample potential boundaries to 

study single PSI spectroscopy with ECSTM in the dark. 

Figure 3. Dependence of PSI-pIQA-cys-Au microscopy and photocurrent recordings on the electrochemical potential: a. 

Apparent height of PSI complexes measured from ECSTM image profiles at different probe potentials UP (constant bias potential 

Ubias = UP – US =  300 mV/SSC). A maximum PSI height is observed at UP = 400 mV/SSC indicating a conductance resonance as 

observed for redox proteins and complexes. b. Bulk photoelectrochemical current measured in a PSI-pIQA-cys-Au sample during 

cyclic voltammetry at 80 mV/s rate while switching on and off the 690 nm illumination every 125 ms (red and black traces, 

respectively). Photoresponses are observed at US < 100 mV/SSC. c. An electrochemical potential window of PSI stability between 

-200 and +300 mV/SSC is identified where photocurrent loss is below 10% (white band and example photocurrent recording at 

the center, red traces corresponding to 690 nm illumination). Applying potentials outside this window diminishes 

photoresponses (indicated by grey bands and example photocurrent traces). 



 

 

Thus, in Figures 2 and 3 the microscopic and bulk photocurrent characterization of PSI-pIQA-cys 

functionalized gold electrodes show: (i) sub-monolayer coverage of PSI complexes, (ii) 

conductance gating in the PSI apparent height measured by ECSTM, as reported for other 

proteins and complexes, (iii) bulk photocurrent measurements demonstrate that PSI complexes 

remain (photo)active upon attachment to the electrode, and (iv) a safe working electrochemical 

window is identified were PSI activity is retained. These results set the stage for reproducible 

ECSTM current distance decay experiments in the next section.   

 

Electrochemical current-distance spectroscopy measurements: We used ECSTM to evaluate 

the distance decay rate of currents in PSI-pIQA-cys-Au samples at fixed locations. The charge 

exchange process between sample and probe electrodes was measured in dark conditions to 

prevent photo-oxidation of 28the P700 site (i.e. in the absence of redox activity of PSI). ECSTM 

spectroscopy recordings were performed as previously described28. Briefly, we departed from a 

set-point current of 300 pA and switched off the feedback control loop prior to retracting the 

probe electrode (a Pt-Ir sharp tip) away from the sample electrode (an Au[111] monocrystal, see 

methods) at a constant rate, while measuring the probe current. Current-distance spectra were 

recorded under bi-potentiostatic control of probe and sample. We set 11 pairs of potentials for 

the sample (Us = -100, 0, 100, 200 mV/SSC) and probe (Up = 200, 300, 400 mV/SSC) which yield 

applied bias ranging from +100 mV to +500 mV (Ubias = UP - US). The positive sign in bias potential 

was chosen to follow the favored sense of ETp for PSI in dark from stroma to lumen.21,22 

Figure 4. Electrochemical current-distance spectroscopy measurements with ECSTM at different sample and probe 

potentials: a. Semilogarithmic plots of I(z) recordings of PSI-pIQA-cys-Au samples (blue) and pIQA-cys-Au control (black) at US 

potentials within the safe window for PSI activity and at UP potentials to probe charge exchange with PSI using moderate bias 

values. Long distance decay is observed around US = 0 mV/SSC and UP = 400 mV/SSC. b. Normalized distribution of β distance-

decay rates obtained for each condition in panel a. Low values of β (1 nm-1) are observed at US = 0, UP = 400 mV/SSC. 

 



 

 

Logarithmic current plots (Figure 4a) for PSI-pIQA-cys-Au (blue) show longer charge exchange 

distance with respect to pIQA-cys-Au controls (black). While most control traces are well 

described by a single exponential decay model, PSI data shows a double exponential behavior 

(Suppl. Figure S7). Double exponential traces exhibit a short distance regime with z < 0.2 nm 

(Suppl. Figure S8) and a second regime spanning from 0.2 nm to 1.0 - 2.5 nm depending on the 

applied probe potential. Beyond 2.5 nm the probe current is masked by faradaic currents (~25 

pA) due to probe insulation defects. Double exponential behavior has already been reported for 

DNA molecules29 and proteins30,31 and has been attributed to the surface charge screening28.   

In the absence of PSI, the distribution of β values is centered around 7 nm-1 and is independent 

of potential. In contrast, the β for PSI-pIQA-cys-Au depends both on the sample and probe 

potentials. At sample potentials above 100 mV/SSC, β is around 4-5 nm-1, similar to previously 

reported values for Az28  and PSI complexes.30 However, at sample potentials equal or below 0 

mV/SSC and probe potential 400 mV/SSC we obtained β values below 2 nm-1, which cannot be 

accounted for by a tunneling mechanism and are reminiscent of the long distance currents 

observed for Cc-bc1.31  

 

The effect of sample and probe potentials on β distributions (see Suppl. Figure S9) is shown 

respectively in Figures 5A and 5B. We remark that β values below 4 nm-1 are only found for US < 

100 mV/SSC irrespective of the applied probe potential. Thus, applying a sample potential US < 

100 mV/SSC is a necessary condition for enhanced charge exchange distance in the dark. 

Interestingly, bulk photoelectrochemical currents are only observed below this potential (Figure 

3). Fulfilled this condition (US < 100 mV/SSC), β decreases as the probe potential is increased 

(Figure 5B). The lowest β values (longest charge exchange distances) are found at UP = 400 

mV/SSC and bias potentials Ubias = 500 mV (Us= 0 mV/SSC) and Ubias = 400 mV (Us = 0 mV/SSC). 

These results suggest that farthest-reaching currents are due to the probe potential (Fermi 

energy position around -5.0 eV versus the vacuum level) irrespectively of the applied bias 

(driving force). The β values as a function of sample and probe electrodes are summarized in 

Figure 6.  

Figure 5. Dependence of the distance decay rate β of PSI-pIQA-cys-Au with the electrochemical potentials. The plots show 

the statistical representation of β values obtained from Figure 4b in the horizontal (sample potential, left panel) and vertical 

directions (probe potential, right panel). In the left panel, different probe potentials are indicated in color (UP = 200, 300, 

400 mV/SSC for blue, light green and dark green traces, respectively). In the right panel, constant sample potential traces 

(Us =200, 100, 0, -100 mV/SSC) are represented in dark blue, light blue, green and aquamarine, respectively.  The lowest 

rates (corresponding to the farthest-reaching currents) are observed at US = 0 mV/SSC and UP = 400 mV/SSC. 



 

 

     

 

It has been reported that β values in redox proteins28,30,31 and organic compounds32 depend on 

the electrode potentials. In PSI-pIQA-cys-Au, β values depend on the probe rather than on the 

sample potential (provided that Us < -100 mV/SSC). We argue that the electric potential at the 

luminal side of PSI complexes is set by the probe electrode facing the P700 side while the sample 

potential is screened by pIQA-cys peptide and the 5 nm thick PSI protein matrix. In this sense, 

the probe electrode can be likened to a PSI redox partner under potentiostatic control.  

In these experiments we have focused in ETp through PSI bound to the sample electrode via 

pIQA-cys peptide and we have avoided ET (redox) effects like direct oxidation of P700 site by 

carrying out current-distance recordings in dark conditions. However, in contrast to ETp 

measurements, no direct molecular bond is established between the luminal side of PSI and the 

ECSTM probe and thus current flow depends to some extent on the aqueous solution, which 

may involve water molecules and protons as it occurs in ET. This partial electronic decoupling 

between the electrode and PSI can be seen as an advantage of ECSTM that enabled us to observe 

gating effects in imaging and spectroscopic experiments of PSI (Figures 3 and 4), as previously 

found for cytochrome c and azurin. It might allow studying the role of electronic coupling 

between PSI and its partners in the overall ETp process. 

Figure 6. Diagram of distance-decay rates of PSI-pIQA-cys-Au[111] showing electrochemically gated long distance current 

between the ECSTM probe and the P700 site of PSI in the dark. a. Distance decay rate β average values are plotted in color 

scale (red corresponding to 2 nm-1 and yellow to 5 nm-1) as a function of the probe and sample potentials and using the same 

layout as Figure 4. b. The correspondence of the vertical axis with the electron energy of the probe is shown in the scale on 

the right, together with a diagram depicting hole injection from the probe at UP = 400 mV/SSC into a hypothetic electron 

donor state of PSI in the dark. c. A chopped light voltammogram (Figure 3) is indicated under the horizontal axis to show the 

sample potential range of PSI photo-responses. d. Candidate electron donor sites that could mediate this current include a 

pair of oxidizable tryptophan residues (Trp625, Trp658, shown in red) located between P700 (green) and the copper active site 

of the PSI redox partner plastocyanin (Pc, orange). 



 

 

We reasoned that the dependence of β on UP (Figure 6) could be due to the presence of a 

cofactor or residue on the luminal surface whose molecular orbital could be electronically 

coupled to the ECSTM probe at 400 mV/SSC (low electron energies). We thus examined the 

residues on the luminal surface of PSI that could mediate this process, and noticed a pair of 

tryptophan residues (Trp625 and Trp658 in Figure 4d)38 that is located in the proximity of P700 

and integrates the hydrophobic recognition site of plastocyanin (Pc), an electron donor partner 

protein of PSI.51–53 Tryptophan is an oxidizable aromatic residue whose redox activity is involved 

in photosynthetic water splitting, nucleic acid biosynthesis, and cell signaling, acting as a hole 

carrier.54 It plays a major role in proton-coupled electron transfer,55,56 and it mediates 

photoinduced long range ET in photolyase57,58 and in dye-modified Az mutants.59,60 In plants 

cryptochrome, the ET rate is modified by two orders of magnitude by ATP binding and by pH 

modulating the electronic coupling of a Trp residue.61  

Regarding protein-electrode interfaces, it has been proposed that charge exchange is modulated 

by electronic coupling between electrode Fermi level and the molecular orbitals of interfacing 

residues.16,18,19,44,45,62,63 Remarkably, introducing Trp residues in 6-Alanine peptides increases 

their molecular conductance, lowering the effective barrier height and enhancing electronic 

coupling with gold electrodes.64 In addition, cyclic voltammetry features of Az are abolished if 

the Trp residue mediating ETp with the electrode is mutated.65 All these results suggest that 

aromatic Trp residues play a significant role in protein ET and in ETp. Based in our current-

distance spectroscopy results, we hypothesize that surface exposed Trp625 and Trp658 may act 

as primary electron donors (hole acceptors) to the ECSTM probe, which would explain the gating 

of the apparent height and β. 

The physiological role of Trp residues has been studied in PSI and transient absorption 

experiments demonstrated that the ET kinetics of PSI with Pc are altered in Chlamydomonas 

Reinhardtii mutants Trp627Phe and Trp651Ser 66,67 (corresponding to Trp625 and Trp658 in 

Arabidopsis Thaliana respectively). In bulk transient absorption measurements, the kinetic 

contribution of the formation of a productive complex, reorganization, ET, and unbinding 

processes are indirectly inferred from the different time components of the transient absorption 

signal. In contrast, distance- and potential-dependent ECSTM experiments allow evaluating the 

independent contribution of the ET process to the overall charge transport process. Our results 

suggest that these Trp residues play an additional role as hole exchange mediators in PSI, 

possibly regulating ET through electronic coupling, in line with findings in other protein systems. 

 

Conclusions 

In summary, we have developed a strategy to functionalize gold electrodes with plant PSI 

complexes that orients and exposes their luminal side to the electrolyte, in order to investigate 

charge exchange processes mediated by their P700 site. Sample preparation is based on a 

peptide sequence that binds specifically to the stromal side of PSI from cyanobacteria and plants 

and it should be applicable to a variety of complexes and substrates. Bulk photoelectrochemical 

measurements demonstrate that PSI complexes remain fully functional in a wide window 

around 0 mV/SSC sample potential. Nanoscale imaging of individual complexes shows lateral 

sizes in agreement with the dimensions of PSI and an apparent height that is electrochemically 

gated for ECSTM probe potentials around 400 mV/SSC. This experimental setup enables for the 

first time spectroscopic measurements with ECSTM (current-distance decay at different 

electrochemical potentials) that unequivocally correspond to the P700 side of PSI exposed to 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk03F96X0I0hcttGhSJAI3HExUTrNLg:1615478432009&q=Chlamydomonas+Reinhardtii&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwil4tOQzqjvAhV0tXEKHZAMARoQBSgAegQIAhA1
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk03F96X0I0hcttGhSJAI3HExUTrNLg:1615478432009&q=Chlamydomonas+Reinhardtii&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwil4tOQzqjvAhV0tXEKHZAMARoQBSgAegQIAhA1


 

 

the aqueous medium. In these conditions, we observe that the spatial span of the current is 

enhanced (the distance-decay rate β is reduced) through the solution at sample potential 0 

mV/SSC and probe potential 400 mV/SSC. This process corresponds to hole injection into an 

electronic state that is available in the absence of illumination. We propose that a pair of 

tryptophan residues (Trp625, Trp658) located near P700 and known to integrate the 

hydrophobic recognition site for Pc may have an additional role as hole exchange mediator 

involved in the charge transport process through PSI. 

Experimental Section: 

Arabidopsis thaliana plants (Arabidopsis Col-0) were grown under white light at 120 µmol 
photons·m-2·s-1, 12 hr/12hr day/night cycle at 23 °C, for 5 weeks. Thylakoid membranes were 
isolated from Arabidopsis leaves according to Xu et al.68  

PSI-LHCI complexes were purified from thylakoid membranes with sucrose density gradients as 
previously described.69 In brief:  350 µg Chl thylakoid were diluted to 0.5 mg Chl·ml-1 in 5 mM 
EDTA, 10 mM Hepes pH 7.5 and solubilized with an equal amount of detergent solution (1% a-
DM in 10 mM Hepes 7.5) for 10 min. After solubilization, the sample was centrifuged at 12,000 
x g, 10 min centrifugation to eliminate the insolubilized material. The supernatant was loaded 
onto the sucrose gradients prepared by freezing and thawing a sucrose solution (500 mM 
sucrose, 20 mM Hepes pH 7.5, 0.06% a-DM). The gradients were centrifuged for 16 hr at 4 °C at 
160,000 x g. PSI-LHCI complexes were collected with a syringe. 

 

Sample preparation 

Au[111] monocrystals (Mateck GmbH, Germany) were electropolished in H2SO4 and flame 

annealed as previously reported70. After annealing, samples were cooled in Ar atmosphere prior 

to pIQA-cys 0.1 mM incubation in CH3COONa buffer 50 mM pH 4.5 for 30 min at room 

temperature. After peptide incubation, samples were gently rinsed with working buffer, 

Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) 50 mM, pH 7.4. Aliquots of 5 μl of PSI samples PSI from WT 

Arabidopsis Thaliana, Chlorophyll concentration 0.28 μg/ul with 0.1% w/w DDM surfactant, 

isolated from sucrose gradient were incubated with 45 μl of PBS working buffer overnight in 

dark conditions overnight. After incubation, buffer was gently exchanged with PBS PSI- free 

buffer to elute unbound complexes. Prior to scanning probe experiments, PSI-pIQA-cys-Au 

samples were mounted in the ECSTM electrochemical and photo-activity was evaluated. To do 

so, photo-chronoamperometric recordings (more details in electrochemical characterization 

methods) were performed at sample potential Us = -100 mV/SSC in PBS buffer without additional 

redox mediators (Suppl. Figure S11).  

Atomic force microscopy imaging. 

AFM scans were performed using an MFP-3D atomic force microscope (Asylum Research, Santa 

Barbara, CA) using V-shaped Si3N4 cantilevers with sharp silicon tips and having a nominal spring 

constant of 0.12 N·m-1 (SNL, Bruker AFM Probes, Camarillo, CA). The AFM was operated in 

tapping mode in liquid, covering the sample with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 50 mM, pH 

7.4. Set point was adjusted to minimize phase contrast to avoid compressing pIQAC-PSI- 

monolayer with AFM probe (Suppl. Figure S1) 

 



 

 

Electrochemical characterization methods: chopped light cyclic voltammetry and chrono-

amperometry: 

The homemade electrochemical cell was used for electrochemical characterization in three-

electrode configuration and four-electrode configuration for ECSTM. We make use of a 

miniaturized ultralow leakage membrane Ag/AgCl (SSC) reference electrode filled with 3 M KCl 

a Pt:Ir (80:20) wire as counter electrode. Cell and all glass material used for preparation of 

solutions were cleaned with piranha solution (7:3 H2SO4/H2O2 (30%) by volume). Caution: 

Piranha solution should be handled with extreme caution. Electrochemical measurements 

were carried out with a potentiostat PGSTAT 302N (Metrohm Autolab, Netherlands). During the 

photo-chrono-amperometric recordings, the potential was held at Us = -100 mV/SSC. The 

sSample was irradiated in 10 s cycles with an LED of 690 nm radiating a power of 20 mW·cm-2 in 

the plane of the sample. Chopped-light cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed at 80 

mV·s-1 with an irradiation period of 125 ms.  

ECSTM-Scans: 

PSI-pIQA-cys-Au[111] samples were prepared as described above. For ECSTM imaging, PSI buffer 

solution containing DDM surfactant 0.1 % w/w was exchanged with DDM free PBS buffer (50 

mM, pH 7.4) to complexes with silica beads Zeba spin desalting columns 7kDa (ThermoFischer), 

since excess of DDM surfactant absorbs on electrode surface hindering protein identification in 

ECSTM scans71. ECSTM probes were prepared cutting Pt-Ir wire with diameter 0.025 mm 

(GoodFellow, UK) and coated with Apiezon wax to prevent faradaic currents from masking 

tunnel current. Experiments were performed with a PicoSPM microscope head and a PicoStat 

bipotentiostat (Molecular Imaging) controlled by Dulcinea electronics (Nanotec Electronica) 

using WSxM 4.0 software72. The applied bias for scans was Ubias= +300 mV and set point current 

0.3 nA, resulting in a point conductance of (1.0 109 Ω). These parameters have been chosen to 

position probe electrode at set-point distances avoiding protein squeezing with probe 39. Sample 

and probe potentials were set to Us= -100, -50, 0, 100, 150, 200 mV/SSC and UP= 200, 250, 300, 

400, 450 mV/SSC, respectively. The applied bias is calculated as Ubias = UP - US. Scan rate was set 

to 8 Hz acquiring 512 points per line.   

ECSTM-Scan blob fitting model:  

Scans were analyzed with WsxM 4.0 Software72 and with a home written program to identify 

and measure the proteins. The program is based on Adam Ginsburg’s gaussfitter 

(http://github.com/keflavich/gaussfitter) and available at (http://github.com/Mlopeorti/Blob-

2D-fitter-). The algorithm fits a 2-dimensional function to scan regions identified manually by 

the user as molecules. Examples of fit molecules are shown on SI3. Protein lateral size is taken 

as the full-width-at-half maximum (2.35σ) of the adjusted gaussian. Protein apparent height is 

obtained as the maximum of the raw data z-piezo position in the selected area.  

ECSTM current decay spectroscopy: 

Piezo electric nanoprobe positioner was calibrated under experimental conditions taking as 

reference the Au[111] single atom thick terraces (0.236 nm73, SI2).  Departing from a set point 

fixed at 0.3 nA, current feedback-loop is switched off and the probe electrode is retracted 10 

nm at 40 nm/s. Afterwards, probe is approached again and current-distance feedback loop is 

reestablished for 400 ms before retracting again. 1000 I(z) curves were recorded for each 

sample/probe potential pair. To minimize drift artifacts, I-z plots that started with a current 

deviation higher than 10% of the setpoint were discarded.  

http://github.com/keflavich/gaussfitter
http://github.com/Mlopeorti/Blob-2D-fitter-
http://github.com/Mlopeorti/Blob-2D-fitter-


 

 

 

 

Current decay spectroscopy data analysis:  

Current-distance curves showing a double exponential behavior28,29,31,71 were fit with a two-

regime exponential function described by the following equation: 

 

In the model, IFaradiac describe faradaic current term issued from leakage currents due to probe 

coating defects, this term is obtained as the average of the last 200 points of the I(z) curve. ISet-

point is the fixed set point starting current. The fit parameters are β1 and β2, the distance decay 

currents for short and long distance respectively and Z0 is the point.  

The code to analyze I(z) data, written with R software, is available in github repository. 

https://github.com/Mlopeorti/Tunnel_current_2exponential_fitter/blob/master/2_exp_fit_au

to_iz_ECSTM 
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